Metrics Evaluating Community Detection Methods
Figures 1 and 2 show the comparison along additional community evaluation metrics that evaluate communities over undirected nngraphs. The shown results support the observations made in the main article that Louvain and GMM yield better communities. We recall that better communities relate with higher modularity, lower conductance, and lower max odf. Figure 4 compares the selection strategies in terms of the percentage of near-native structures in the top 3 communities detected with the Louvain method on directed nngraph embeddings of decoy data in (a), the Louvain method on undirected nngraph embeddings of decoy data in (b), and the GMM method on undirected nngraph embeddings of decoy data in (c). The figures bolster the fact that Sel-S and Sel-S+E are better strategies with respect to others. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the selection strategies in terms of the purity of the top 3 communities detected with the Louvain method on directed nngraph embeddings of decoy data in (a), the Louvain method on undirected nngraph embeddings of decoy data in (b), and the GMM method on undirected nngraph embeddings of decoy data in (c). This comparison imply that, of the four selection strategies, Sel-S and Sel-S+E consistently yield good results. And taking all together, Sel-S+E is better than the others. 
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